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Key Stage 4 Publications
The Cinderella Man

£11

Explores the Boom and
Bust years in the USA by
comparing them to the ups
and downs in the life of
boxer James Braddock.
The Migrant Mother

KS3 lessons

Can be used as an
introduction to the Cold War
for GCSE students
£11

The New Deal relief
programme is explored via
the story of a migrant
mother. The story was
propaganda. Was this
justified?
Hitler and Saddam: same problem? £11
Pupils explore if George
Bush’s analogy of
Saddam Hussein being
like Hitler is valid.

Hitler’s invasion of the Rhineland: Safe
bet or wild gamble?
£11
Pupils explore this
episode in the lead up to
world War 2.

Stalin in political cartoons
£11

Three Medieval lessons CD £16.50
Features 3 lessons: What
happened to Harold at
Hastings?, How did
Becket die?, and The
Fate of Wat Tyler.

How did Hitler come to
power? £11
Correlates highs and lows in
Germany with Hitler’s rise to
prominence and power.
Public health in C 19th

£11

Pupils explore John
Snow’s investigations into
the causes of cholera
outbreaks in London and
what they show about
improving public health.
Women in C19th Medicine

£11

Explore’s Florence
Nightingale and Elizabth
Garret Anderson ‘s
rsignificance in relation to
medicine and public
health in the C19th.
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How historically significant is the Battle
of Hastings? £11
Examines whether the
Battle of Hastings marks a
truly significant point in
British history.

Three 1500-1750 lessons CD £16.50

Wilberforce or Wilberfest?

Features :3 lessons: Was
Bloody Mary really
bloody?, The World
Turned Upside Down and
The Execution of Charles I.

Was Wilberforce really
responsible for the
abolition of Slavery?
Pupils explore his role
and significance.

WWI Tomb of the Unknown Warrior £11

What does the story of Walter Tull tell us
about soldiers in WWI? £11

Examines the state
funeral held after WWI for
an unknown and unnamed soldier. Is his
anonymity significant?
Should we study the Holocaust? £11
Pupils examine sources
and draw conclusions
about this sensitive and
controversial issue.

£11

This lesson uses personal
story to develop pupils
understanding of diversity in
relation to people who fought
in WW1.
Who are the British?: Movement and
settlement the Big Picture
£11
Explore pupils’ own history of
movement to, from and within
Britain then link to wider
movements of peoples to and
from and within Britain.
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Timelines

KS3 lessons

History Timelines

The Story of Frau Haferkamp

KS3 extended enquiries
£11

Designed to be used in
Pupils assess German
tandem, the two timelines
people’s response to the
offer a visible comparison
Nazi regime via one
between British and world
woman’s story.
history. Stretching from
4100 BCE to beyond the
present they create a visual President Kennedy and the Civil Rghts
story of the past. The World movement
£11
timeline features coloured
bands showing the duration Pupils explore to what
of each civilization required
extent President
to be studied under the
Kennedy supported the
National Curriculum
Civil Rights movement.
programmes of study KS2KS3. These allow pupils to
easily see intervals and
Free at last? The Emancipation
overlaps between past
Proclamation £11
great civilizations and to
compare their durations.
Examines the extent to
Ready printed and
which the Emancipation
laminated, they can be
Proclamation improved life
stuck straight on the wall.

for black Americans.

British timeline
H2021
World timeline
H2022
Both purchased together

Four local history studies
The Gurkhas in
Farnborough, Saxons in
Southampton, the SOE in
Beaulieu and a murder
and execution in Alton.

£50
£50
£90

£5.50

Eight Significance Lessons £5.50
Looks at the significance
of various historical events
and people—WWI, Nazi
Germany, Titanic, Eugene
Sledge, Mary Seacole,
Stalin and Wilberforce.
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Should the expulsion of the Medieval
Jews be remembered? £22

Did the Fire of London end
the Plague?
£22

Explores the origins of
anti-Semitism and the
nature of historical
significance.

Examines whether the
widely held belief that the
Great Fire ended the
Plague is actually true.

Brothers in Arms—Civil
War Enquiry
£22

Swing Riots Enquiry

£22

Examines whether Cromwell
was the right man to take
over after the Civil War and
who supported each side.

Cross-references data and
other information to examine
whether local riots and rioters
were typical of the wider
unrest.

Battle of Waterloo £22

Investigating Local War Dead

In this bicentenary year,
examine why such
different stories have
been told about the battle
that shaped Europe.

Case studies of Eastleigh
and Basingstoke bring a
local element into a study
of WWI to make it relevant
and meaningful to students.

Winter Palace Enquiry £22

Custer at Little Bighorn

Compares film and historical
interpretations of this event to
explore how purpose and
audience affect representations
of the past.

Examines reasons for
Custer’s defeat via media
clips, roll play, from which
pupils draw conclusions.

The Legacy of WW2 in Germany and
Japan
£22

Eastleigh-a typical railway town?

Compares Germany and
Japan’s response to their
actions during WW2 and
assesses their outcomes.

Examines Eastleigh’s
growth and typicality in
terms of the development
of Victorian railway towns.

£22

£22

£22

